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R.O.c.· MESSENGER 
Dedicated t.o the Cause of Good Government BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA, MARCH, 1949 Vol. 2, No. 2 
Minot Meeting Set on April 3 . 
To Win National Victory 
Republicans Must Campaign 
On Fundamental Principles 
And Not Imitate Democrats 
Registration of Cars 
Drops in February 
Bismarck-North Dakota's heavy 
snow blanket was responsible for 
a heavy drop in February motor 
vehicle registration, according to 
figures given out by Registrar 
A. N. Lavik. Durin~ February, 
1948, 52,913 registrations were re-
corded by his department, while 
only 20,127 were registered during 
February this year. 
However, January this year was 
an exceptionally heavy month, 
with 117,401 registrations, a figure 
almost 47,500 higher than for the 
same period last year. 
On March 1, his department had 
record e d 137,528 registrations, 
Lavik said. This is an increase of 
14,737 for the two-month period 
over the same period last year. 
January - February collections 
amounted to $2,241,069.22. For the 
same months in 1948 collections 
were $1,471,058.69. 
JOINT EQUIPMENT 
Gardner-Purchase of fire fight-
ing equipment at a cost of $6,000 
to be used jointly by Gardner and 
Grandin is proposed. The equip-
ment would be kept at Grandin, 




(Continued no Page 4) 
Party Workers, State 
Committee to Study 
Operational Changes 
People May Get 
Chance to Vote 
on Cement Plant 
Minnesota Session 
Faces Big Issues 
St. Paul, Minn.-Problems which 
face the long session of the Min-
nesota legislature, with five weeks 
still to run, include the arguments 
which have confronted many other 
legislatures. Amon~ them are: Fi-
nancing of a soldiers' bonus, state 
school aids increase, higher taxes 
on beer, liquor and eigarets and 
higher car licenses; appropriations; 
state employes salary boosts; 
money for more farm to market 
roads. 
Increasing the membership of 
the state advisory committee to 61, 
including one member from each 
legislative district, with one mem-
ber from each county wherever 
a district includes more than one 
county. The executive committee 
advances this plan as a method for 
giving more representation to less 
populous areas in the western part 
of the state. 
Changing the name of the 
Republican Organizing Com-
mittee, while ret.aining the 
well nown R.O.C. initials, to 
the Republican Organized Co· 
alition. The change, decided 
members of the executive com-
mittee, would point to a fact 
accomplished, the coalition has 
been organized and the task of 
ori i 1 committee ha 
been completed succes fully. 
are: 
A. R. Bergesen of Fargo, Sena-
tor E. H. Brant of Linton, Helen 
MacLachan of Bismarck, Senator 
Rilie R. Morgan of Grafton, Sena-
tor Milton Rue of Bismarck, Rep. 
Edwin G. Sailer of Hazen and 
Smart of Minot. 
Grand Forks-Four members of 
the Grand Forks county delegation 
to the 31st legislative session, in 
reporting on activities of the leg-
islature, expressed satisfaction 
over passage of appropriations for 
the state university and other bills 
affecting the Grand Forks com-
munity but deplored their inability 
to obtain aid for the · cities of 
the state. 
Speaking before the Lions club 
were Senator J. B. Bridston, Sena-
tor Carroll Day, both of Grand 
Forks; Rep. A. M. Allen of Thomp-
son and Rep. George Saumur of 
rural Grand Forks. 
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BIS:\IARCK-P ass age over-
whelmingly by both houses of 
Senate Bill No. 238, act for creating 
th.! Missouri-Souris conservancy 
and reclamation district may prove 
to have been a tremendous step in 
a vast conservancy and irrigation 
project which will mean much to 
the state of North Dakota. 
Caucuses and 
American Way 
Caucuses by political groups, 
gatherings of members to di. cuss 
issues, are necessary and helpful 
as long as they are open to all 
members and not engineered by 
small dominating factions pursu-
ing personal interests. But there 
are caucuses of one kind and cau-
cuses of another stripe. 
Recently Carl Arp of the Bis-
marck Tribune defined in capable 
wordage the caucus idea as exem-
plified by political factions in the 
31st legi lative ses:sion. Said he: 
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Optimism at Rally Biggest Bill To Distribute Bonus 
Dobson Urges Strong 
Precinct Organization 
BISMARCK-A chill and searching northwest gale whipped across 
the prairies the night of Feb. 26, seeking road cuts to drift full in 
zero cold. And there was advance indication some turmoil might be ex-
pected in the Gold Room of the Patterson hotel when ROC legislators 
and other party workers met with state officials to consider the outlook 
for the party in the biennium ahead. 
Members had been requested to present criticism and suggest any 
needed remedies to carry on the never-ending fights for maintaining 
good government in the state. About 200 responded, 200 men and women 
deeply interested in the ROC program and its continued success. Many 
of them came from distant points undeterred by blizzard warnings and 
snow-heaped highways. 
And at the close of the meeting, with the atmosphere cleared by 
sometimes sharp but always constructive critical discussion, the 
speakers, the volunteer program participants including the critics, and 
the interested audience went their way convinced that the future of 
free enterprise and kindred principles of individual liberty again will 
emerge triumphant in the battle ahead. 
In fact, the first speaker, Ray C. Dobson of Minot, assured his 
hearers after an analysis of the situation that the ROC again will elect 
The governor pointed to high 
appropriations coming out of the 
31st session, appropriations which 
may total about $75 million, say-
ing there had been little institu-
tional building for almost a de-
a governor, providing that more 
attention is paid to, and better con-
tacts maintained with, the out-
lying precincts. Emphasizing the 
right of a party member to offer 
criticism, the Minot newspape~men 
expressed his belief there ·had net 
been sufficient organization work 
in the rural precincts and he urged 
a more intensive effort to present 
the issues and the ROC program to 
the voters in the country and the 
cade, while the public clamors for Senate Bill No. 2, which provides for the dis-
more road building. Besides the tribution of $27,000,000 in adjusted compensa-
smaller towns. 
Long an observer of the poli-
tical scene, Dobson pointed to 
an organization "which drove 
the soul out of the Nonpartisan 
League" calling that organiza-
tion's leaders "cynic of govern-
ment - men who know the 
price of everything and the 
huge obligation to pay the vet- tion to veterans of World War II, was signed 
erans' adjusted compensation bill, by Gov. Fred G. Aandahl on Feb. 18. It has been 
he pointed out that some other ap- pronounced the "biggest bit of legislation" ever 
propriations are not continuing enacted in North Dakota. The payments are 
~~o~~~sm~:i :.::~!t ::~ft1i~:tsla- $12.50 per month for service in U. S. and $17.60 
for service overseas. Bonus application forms 
Asking how far the state can will be distributed and payments may start in 
venture into industry, Gov. Aan- July. There is no maximum, it may exceed 
dahl said there now is a total of $8,- $1,000; the average will be about $460. Veterans 
000,000 in tax money invested in organizations assisted the legislative research 
the State Mill and Elevator, which committee in preparing the bill. 
never has paid taxes, never save in Watching the governor sign the measure into 
England, chairman of the house committee on 
veterans affairs; Spencer S. Boise, Bismarck, 
chairman of state advisory committee on veter-
ans affairs; Brig. Gen. Heber L. Edwards, adju-
tant general, who will administer the act; W. N. 
Thompson, Bismarck, department adjutant of 
the Veterans of Foreign Wars; Jack Williams, 
depa11tment adjutant, American Legion; Senator 
Reinhard Krenz, Sherwood, chairman of the sen-
ate committee on veterans affairs. Department 
officers of the Disabled American Veterans, who 
also assisted in preparing the bill, were not 
available the day the bill was signed. (Bismarck 
Tribune photo.) 
value of nothing." 
"Tell the people the facts," the 
a few very minor instances paid law are, left to right: Rep. Elmer Hegge, New 
::~v:e~~er ~::k:~1r~~u~o~o:h;:st~ 1------------------- - ----------------
than the market quotations. Payments to Vets May Start ~~~r:er:~~e !~: ~o~f;c~e:u:bi:n~! speaker urged, "there is need to keep the spotlight on unselfish 
principles," and he flatly predicted Individual Supreme after the first World War. Many 
I J I U d B • l'I p d of these are now retired and' live n U y n er I S asse in other states. the ROC will elect the next gover- The theme of the dinner meeting nOT "because he has consistently re- was set by A. R. Bergesen as chair-
presented the principles which ha,;e man, when he declared the legis-
been upheld by all our hands." Iative session brought about and Bismarck-Twenty-seven million 
The emphasis must be centered r:~~~ti~!h~~in:~~~f:~nfhet~:;; ~~~:rs0 ~
5 
~~;:laft;~~:v:~;n :~ 
Foreign Wars. Among those ap-
pearing at various times were Jack 
Williams of the Legion; W. N. 
Thompson of the V.F.W., and E. 0. 
Podell of the D.A.V., all being de-
partment adjutants. The state 
commanders also contributed much 
to the discussions: Pat Milloy of 
the Leigon; C. C. 'Foster of the 
D.A.V., and Oscar Troyer of the 
V.F.W. 
"In eliminating this 2,800, each 
one of which would have been paid 
the maximum, a saving of approxi-
mately two million dollars re-
sulted. With this saving, the leg-
islature was able to extend the 
dates four months, from Septem-
ber 2, l!M5, to January 1, 1946, and 
still keep within the twenty-seven 
million dollars authorized by the 
constitutional amendment passed 
in June, 1948. The total cost, esti-
on ideals, said Gov. Fred G. Aan- to be supreme while the other ·$100,000,000 warships. That is the 
dahl in the final address of the holds the individual to be supreme. sum a grateful people of North 
evening, saying that minor irri- One school of thought would make Dakota, with the fullest coopera-
tating problems vanish under open the state the master and the in- tion of the 31st legislative session, 
discussion and good fellowship. He dividual the servant; the other has approved for adjusted compen-
welcomed constructive criticism as struggles for freedom of the man sation to World War II veterans 
being intended for the good of the himself, to make the individual the of this state. 
party and its program and pointed master of the state. Two of the 
out the big job ahead of reaching issues presented in the session, 
into the grass roots, where much which highlighted the conflict, 
~ork Js needed to present the true were efforts to place the state in 
situation to the voters. the insurance and printing occupa-
The governor, himself a farmer, tions-to the detriment of the in-
said the Farmers Union had built dividual and the right of free en-
an economic and social organiza- terprise, said the chairman. 
tion with active local units and Chairman Bergesen served due to 
frequent meetings and then had his position as first vice chairman 
entered into politics. He reminded of the ROC in place of Senator E. 
his hearers that the Farmers Un- H. Brant of Emmons, recently re-
ion had "felt out" the possibilities signed as chairman. The resigna-
of the Democratic party in 1946 tion of the distinguished senator 
and then had invaded the Republi- has not been accepted by the state 
can pa_rty in 1948 attaining consid- committee. 
erable succe~s in th? Nonpartisan "I have not left the ROC, though 
League faction. Which means, he there are those who would like to 
said, more _int~nsive effort by lo- believe I have," said Senator 
cal ROC umts is necessary. Brant amid the loudest applause of 
Democracy Works the evening, when he was called on 
With two strong factions cer- by Bergesen. "I resigned as chair-
tain to fight it out in the 1950 man because I thought that some 
Republican primaries, the gover- members had departed from the 
nor said he was averse to changing declaration of principles of the 
the name of the ROC as one speak- organization which I have pledged 
er had advised. The name has been myself to support. 
used and built up since 1943, he "We have a job to do-to 
told the big audience, and the prin- make it known to all of the 
ciples associated with the ROC people th.at we serve the ma-
mean much to the voters. The 31st jority and not the few. If we 
legislative session has been "rea- do not make our principles 
sonably successful", he declared, known sufficiently to the pub-
though a comprehensive program lie, we face the fate of the Re-
for state betterment was not pos- publican party in the 1948 elec-
sible in view of divided legislative tion. Let us show the people 
authority. The basic task of the that we stand for good govern• 
ROC said Gov. Aandahl, is to ment and service to all of the 
"make democracy work in North people of the st.ate, as we do." 
Dakota." 
That idea is challenged through-
out the world by the infiltration of 
Russian concepts of thinking, 
backed in some areas by military 
strength which is necessary to back 
up the communist philosophy, he 
warned the dinner guests. 
"The way to prevent the infiltra-
tion of Russian philosophy in the 
United States," declared the gov-
ernor, "is to maintain our type of 
government and keep it strong with 
a prosperous people." 
Senator Norman Brunsdale, 
farmer of Traill county, pointed 
out considerable difficulty in or-
ganization work in some precincts 
and paid high tribute to Stutsman 
county for the excellent organiza-
tion there. He praised Senator 
Hugh Work, Democrat of Cavalier, 
fOT his continued cooperation with 
the forces for good government. 
Senator W. H. Mehlhaff of Mcin-
tpsh-Logan expressed his opinion 
that the "privates" in the organ-
(Continued on Page Seven) 
Disagreement over the terms of 
financing the tremendous outlay 
made the measure, Senate Bill No. 
1, almost the last bit of legislation 
to be completed. The method of 
paying the veterans' compensation 
varied but slightly from the orig-
inal bill introduced by the legis-
lative research committee, the 
chief variation ibeing the appro-
priation of more money from sur-
pluses in state funds. 
Perhaps in Six Years 
The legislature in its final hours, 
with the clocks stopped on the 
last legislative day, approved a 
composite payment plan under 
which $10,000,000 cash for pur-
chase of adjusted compensation 
bonds will be provided through 
transfers and about $3,500,000 will 
be available annually in tax rev-
enues. It is possible if revenue 
sources do not decrease in volume 
that the obligation may be paid in 
full in six years. 
Liquor, beer, and cigarettes will 
pay part of the taxes needed for 
the general fund to meet annual 
obligations for the bonus with a 
general property tax making up 
the difference - expected to be 
about 50 per cent. A 10 per cent 
increase in the state income tax 
also was earmarked by the legisla-
ture for payments to veterans. 
The method of distribution, 
Senate Bill No. 2, was changed 
but little from the original 
bill, the changes being the 
period of service and the elim-
ination of career or "profes-
sional" soldiers who do not 
return to the state to live. 
In a report to past officers of mated, is $2tl,712,500. 
his organization, Williams says in "There were 60,000 men and 
part, referring to Senate Bill No. women in the armed forces of the 
2: United States from North Dakota 
"1. The dates of payment are in World War II, divided as fol-
from January 1, 1941, to January lows: 58,509 male and 1,570 
1, 1946, inelusive, making a total female. 
of 60 months that a veteran would "There were 1,938 deaths in 
be eligible for payment if he service from North Dakot.a in 
served the entire period between World War II. In the case of 
the two dates. a veteran who died in active 
"2. The amount of payment is service during the period of 
$12.50 a month for home service-- service, there shall be paid to 
that means any period of time the beneficiary of such veteran 
spent in service in the United an amount as determined by 
State and the District of Colum- the number of months of serv-
bia-and $17.50 a month for serv- ice that the veteran would be 
vices that were rendered outside entitled to had he lived, but 
the United States and the District in no case shall such amount 
of Columbia. be less than $600. 
"3. The residence feature of the "5. The administration of this 
law is very liberal because we act will be under Heber L. Ed-
found it necsesary to protect many wards, adjutant general, state of 
North Dakota men and women who North Dakota. He is now working 
left the state because of labor on the procedures that are neces-
shortages in defense plants in sary before the payments can be 
other parts of the country and made. 
these people were called into the "It is estimated that payments 
service in another state. Further, will start about July 1, 1948. Ap-
many thousands of our men re- plication blanks will be available 
turned to North Dakota upon dis- as soon as it is possible to have 
charge and, 'because of housing the forms designed. 
r~r:!e~e:~d ~::1::~:r:;:~ ".Each an? eve~y member of th.e 
tunities elsewhere. legislature is entitled to the grati-
tude of the North Dakota veteran 
for the time and effort such legis-
lative body has spent in working 
out an equitable and fair adjusted 
compensation for the veterans of 
our state." 
"You will note, in reading 
the law on residence, that 
every man and woman who 
served this state, who had not 
established residence in some 
other state prior to his entry 
into the service, is protected When application forms are 
under the law. available, they will be available 
During study of the measures through veterans organizations, 
the research committee, and later "4. The only persons who are county service officers and the 
on the senate and house commit- credited to North Dakota, who are representatives of the state com-
tees on veterans affairs, had the not eligible to receive payment missioner on veterans affairs. 
advice of leaders of veterans or- unless they returned to North Commissioner Floyd E. Henderson 
ganizations, including the Ameri- Dakota, are approximately 2,800 also assisted the research com-
can Legion, the Disabled Ameri- men who were classified as 'career mittee in the preparation of the 
can Veterans and the Veterans of sold_iers'-many having been in bill as did General Edwarda. 
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$30,646,000 for Building and Maintaining Roads 
Boost in Gas 
Tax Would 
Aid Counties 
BISMARCK-The North Dakota 
state highway department, in its 
unceasing effort to maintain pres-
ent roads and build highways, 
will have available for use in the 
next biennium $30,646.000, from 
appropriations made by the 31st 
legislative session, federal aid and 
continuing revenues. 
Here are the sources: 
Unobligated portion of 
highway bonds ............ $ 2,973,000 
Federal matching .......... 2,973,000 
Transfer from general 
fund .............................. 8,350,000 
Federal matching .......... 8,350,000 
Maintenance fund, two 
cents of gas tax (est.) 4,000,000 
Share of motor vehicle 
fees .............................. 4,000,000 
Off that total figure, approxi-
mately t8,000,000 will be available 
for maintenance and $22,646,000 
for new construction. Thus the 
road building program will con-
tinue at about the same rate as in 
the past two years, between $9 
millions and $10 millions annually. 
In the first item, the unobligated 
portion of highway bonds being 
paid by one cent of the current 
4-cent gasoline tax, is used. Of the 
$5,360,000 total receipts from the 
gas tax, $2,387,000 is under con-
struction or obligated by contract. 
The remainder of $2,973,000 which 
Come and See Us 
In Minot April 3, 
Says Bill Smart 
' Come on up and see us," says 
W. 1\1. "Bill" Smart of Minot, in 
referring to the statewide R.O.C. 
meeting to be held in the Magic 
City on Sunday, April 3. The meet-
ing will open at noon in the new 
eight-story Clarence Parker hotel. 
Smart, shown above, is executive 
secretary of the state organization. 
Minot was chosen for the meet-
ing by a narrow vote over James-
town, where a state meeting was 
held last year. 
All R.0.C. workers are invited 
to attend the meeting, Smart points 
out, with important decisions to 
be made regarding the future of 
the "sound government" party. 
is matched by federal funds, is for ,---------- -- , 
I Letters • • • I And Burdick Adds Fuel 
ToH:: ~!ito;: news story which Fire of Dissension Between 
might be of interest. The Bank of L d FU s Id • 
:~rl~h c~:t:~ti:; :~:::;i~! ~~ eague an mou erang 
not. Have moved some 50 families Where there's smoke there's fire-and more fire when someone 
into houses completed by myself adds fuel to the flames. That seems to be the situation in the re tle s 
since my discharge from the army ranks of the Nonpartisan League during and since the legislative session. 
in September, 1M5, and am work- During the final days of the session legislators received a hando~t 
ing on 10 more homes. Without from Quentin Burdick, executive director of the Farmers Union Pro-
this financing by the Bank of North gressive Alliance, in which he charged that "conservative" leaders of 
Dakota I could not have con- the ROC and the League had worked together during the session in a 
~tructed all these homes. The bank "deliberate coalition." Observers of both factions concluded that Bur-
!s fully protected by guaran~es dick and the Alliance were not attempting to heal any breach within 
issue~ . by .the Federal Housmg League ranks but instead were deliberately promoting such a rift. 
Admmistrat~on. . This sentiment was strengthened when the printed blast at the leaders . t:0ttr s~de : 0 ih; sri:nt s~o~y of both factions mentioned in particular "the political faction in which 
~sas ~een e wififng 
O
to ~:nanc: ~h: we align~d ~urselves last yea~." . . 
buyers of these homes with the Burdick s letter to the legislators said m part: 
mortgage being guaranteed by the "A studied, deliberate coalition of NPL and ROC leaders all 
Federal Housing Administration through the session has effectively stifled mo t of the progr ive 
and by the Veterans Administra- legislation which the voters were led to expect from thi a sembly. 
tion thru a so-called "G.I." mort- For practical purposes, there is no distinguish.able political differ-
gage. About one-half of the pur- ence betwen the leaders of the two factions. As a result the liberal 
chasers have been veterans. Fi,gur- League members of the house (many of them new) have been con-
ing four persons to a family, tinually misled and confused during the es ion". 
~b~ut ~00 people have homes, a~e The Alliance and Burdick hit at appropriations pas ed, urging a 
hvmg m new homes, under this special session to reduce the total figure, and said the Union Farmer 
program. will publish a roll call vote on proceedings seeking reduction in ap-
Mr. Bowers, the manager, and propriations. 
~ee;:~~e!tom:r~on th:f !~!s c~i~ "Thi is the acid test of progre ivism", aid the handout, "par-
whom I have dealt. ticularly in the political faction in which we aligned ourselves last 
The above two items are exam- year." 
ples of the good use to which the During the session, the Farmers Union either in print or on the 
bank has put its money and with- air, made repeated attacks on League leaders in the house, mentioning 
out any risk by the bank since by name Arlan Stair of Bottineau, and Math Dahl, League-indorsed 
the federal government guarantees commissioner of agriculture and labor. When Rep. Ray Thompson in 
all mortgages. mid-session on the house floor, attempted to throw into house committee 
Yours truly, of the whole a bill from Chairman Stair's appropriations committee, 
JIM V. MILLER he was sharply squelched by Stair and his motion was buried under an 
MINOT, N. D. avalanche of League and ROC votes. Thompson regularly has been 
praised b~ Farmers Union publicity. 
ne;h~on$:t.:gt.~~~· transferred from legislature's appropriation, pro- Must Campaign 
vided use of the fund as follows: $18,950 I 180 for 
State Government 
controlled the house and on the 
few straight factional arguments 
the R.O.C. had a one-vote majority 
in the senate. 
~~;a!:~::~
1 
f;:id toisth:t~~~~;a! $5,903,046 for state primary On Fundamentals 
1949-51 appropriation, an invest- hi\~~~686 for state secondary ( Continued from P ag e 1) 
ment in highways of surplus funds. highways. ~::~ope!e~~~~ i;ha?P~t:~~m;~ 
It ;~s; ~afn~~~~e:c~~i:ief:
1
d!~~~ $190,644 for state urban high- Scott had loaded the executive com-
from two cents of the gasoline ax w9;;:~ total of $l6,700,000 ap- mittee with Dewey men, bringing 
!~~r!:e a:exetstI::t!e:s ;::t i!h:! proaches th limit of work which ~oco\~\;~f!~r~;wt~c f;:e;;::;,,"Is 
tax will return, it is pointed out by ~:: :
0
~;:!e;e!~~~factorily over Scott di claimed any intention of 
(Continued !rom P a g e 1) 
N. 0 . Jones, highway commis- The certificate issue monies used ~~~!n~;~e~~ ~~!ai~\=e~:!~:~ 
sioner. to match federal aid funds under man, gaining friends and prestige erans. 
Yellows~ne Bridge the federal act of 1W4 will all be by the battle he waged ably Earmarked for Vets 
hand to meet the bonus obligation 
which the voters so generously 
approved. That added to the 
$9,540,000 to be raised by special 
ta es makes 16,540,000 alreaoy 
in the bag for eliminating in a 
few years, perhap six, the huge 
$27,000,000 obligation to the vet-
The share gomg to the state under contract during 1949, the against his critics. 
from thmolt9o4r9 v5elhbi~le !icense'llfees highway department reports. The A serious fault in the 1948 na- th~f v;~::an~ ta;~h!~i~~t~ t:n~ 
So, the job of financing the state 
and its manifold operations, was 
met by both parties and they 
share the credit-and the blame, if 
any-for h r ult. 
With divided authority there w 
light chance afforded to play 
politics with appropriation in the 
legislative session - tho some 
groups may seek to make political 
capital over the situation after the 
session has ended. 
over e - ienmum wi ap- work has been done or is being tional campaign, he believes, was 
proximate $4,000,000. done in 43 counties. "t k ' f t d" th t th f was money earmarked for the vet- L b J G • 
In addition, the legislature ap- The mileage of highways im- vo~el:~ t~eg:~:est :ouldea:r: ,.--------------,1 a Ors a1ns, 
propriated $500,000 for a new proved under the fund, as reported th t t hl R bl' When Gov. Fred G. Aandahl S b k f 
bridge across the Yellowstone riv- by the highway department, in- T;e P;:rt:o f:ife~n\o\ei!~~t 
1~:;t vetoed Senate Bill 114, which et aC $ eW 
::~n~;:u:wir:i:v~:;;eri~a;c!~1ri~: clult~~· base and oil mat. ~:;:s:;it t:oetea~rcu~~~!:r pt~ic~!: :u~~~~ h::et:~;:! :n\O :~~ec~:~ fai~:~~~r:~ta~ 1?:!r~t:: r~;~~[ 
available from federal matching. 52.6 base and oil mat under con- of the party, neglecting to point come tax, he overruled :both the two-thirds vote needed, of two re-
This bridge, certain to be an im- struction. out that the program of agricul- League hou e and the R. 0. C. strictiv<? laws approved by state-
portant channel for traffic, prob- 43.9 concrete pavement. tural benefits and price supports senate. It has been estimated wide vote in the 1948 primary 
ably will be constructed in the 100.1 traffic service gravel. was the product of both parties in the bill would have added election- but labor in general 
following 1951-53 biennium due to Tot.al surface mileage improve- the 80th congress- and that any I $500,000 annually to the tax didn't fare so badly otherwi e. 
the time required in preparing ment 388.4. criticism was earned by both revenues until the oldiers .bonus One important gain was an in-
specifications and plans and the In addition 408.3 miles of grad- groups, as well as any praise. bill was paid in full. The in- crease in compensation payments 
awarding of contracts. Were that ing were completed with 82.8 miles Meanwhile, President Truman come tax boost was introduced to workers injured on the job, 
sum included in the totals, the full of grading under construction. hammered on the 80th congress by Senator Carroll Day of amounting roughly to about 25 
amount available would be over That is a grading total of 491.1 and its alleged failure, with a re- Grand Forks, an "independent" per cent in maximum cases, put-
$31,000,000. miles. petition which bore fruit and was Republican who organized with ting the top at 37 per week for a 
Referendum Promised The construction money matched not answered sufficiently by the the R. 0. C. man with six children. There al o 
The legislature, with support di- by federal aid will be spent on pri- confident Republicans. That error It was not included in the was a boost in rates paid for perm-
vided between the League and mary and secondary systems in- probably cost the election, Bruns- R. O. C. program for financing anent injuries. 
R.O.C. factions, also voted a two volving the heaviest traffic mile- dale believes. None was sufficiently the bonus. Gov. Aandahl in ex- An attempt to repeal the plumb-
cent increase in the gasoline tax age, the department points out, active in convincing the voters that plaining hi veto declared the er's code failed as did a bill to 
which in two years might be ex- saying the great need for the addi- the farm program was approved present income tax is highest in prohibit live mu ic in liquor dis-
pected to bring in $5,000,000 of tional two cents gas tax was for by both Democratic and Republican the nation and a further boo t pensaries. 
which half would go to the state roads, less important in traffic members of congress; thus the Re- would "discourage farming, in- On the debit side, bills were 
for secondary roads and half to volume, "reaching out from the publicans were left holding the dustrial and business develop- killed which would have: 
the counties. However, opponents main trunk highway system into bag of blame for any mistakes in ment." Thu the governor car- Outlawed discharge of employes 
of the iras tax boost have promised the country and smaller towns." that policy. ried the ball for all taxpayers by for unionization activities. 
to refer the law, requiring but 7,000 The tax of an additional two A large and hopeful sign of fu- exercising his veto. Set up civil service for state 
signatures and it is conceded by cents, also is badly needed says ture victory emerged from the government workers. 
observers that sufficient signatures Commissioner Jones, by the county ~:V:~.a f~;~~:e::%r!:e:sd:~: ~:: erans and which will be spent for mi~:!~~d a state painters com-
::u1~e h:t:a:e!atr:: ~:f~~eend~: f~::i::!on::ad f~~n:t::~~~~ ~~! cided to decentralize efforts in the :~i~.~~e~~~onu:e~:~d;~e last Prohibited secret investi ations 
until at least June, 1950, when it cent of the tax was tagged for the ~=bl~s::it:~:ffr1:~~ ~~!~:;0 e:~ In titutional and college con- ~:o!~:. efficiency of clerks in retail 
would be voted on by the people. counties, and the state organiza- place the Republican program be- struction marks an attempt to 
In preparation of the highway t ion of county commissioners had fore the midwest and the farmers, take up the slack from construe-
building program for the next advocated the bill as well as sup- which may serve in large measure tion which has lagged behind over State' S Third in 
two years, the breakdown of high- por ting the measure with delega- to correct the costly omission of manodrepotshtawnaar ydeeacrasdea-ndinfewthecr1~t1'acrs H1·ghway Safety 
way department expenditures will tions. such a plan in 1948. 
become available. A return of the Republicans to of big appropriations single that North Dakota was third lowest 
One of the most discussed meas- PORT EQUIPMENT power as a majority party defi- item for attack. state in the country in 1948 in the 
ures of the past session was Senate Pembina-The C.A.A. has leased nitely is on the way, thinks Bruns- The special funds for education number of persons killed per each 
Bill No. 111, which transferred the ground floor of the hangar at dale, with the party again standing and welfare work are stipulated by 100 million miles of travel, accord-
from the general fund to the high- the Fort Pembina airport, and on its own program and strenu- statute, the revenue from the sale ing to statistics released by the 
way fund an amount of $8,350,000 plans to install about $20,000 ously carrying that program to tax is so used. Even those special state highway department. The es-
($8,349,346 to be exact). The bill worth of equipment. the voters. funds might be considered as in- timated rate in the United States 
had the indorsement of Gov. Fred vestments. was 8.10, the North Dakota rate 
G. Aandahl and efforts to , reduce S, ·owPLOW BUSY PASTORS ORGANIZE So the problem of demands for was 4, says the National afety 
the amount in political trading Pembina - The Pembina county Harvey - A number of Protes- appropriations, never satisfied, has Council. 
failed-so the measure emerged as nowplow has been very busy dur- tant pastors of Harvey have been met by taxation, the use of One hundred and eight personR 
approved by both factions in the ing this winter of heavy snow, formed a ministerial association. balances in various funds-at met death in traffic accidents in 
divided legislature. trying to keep open 500 miles of The Rev. Sidney Oliver was elected least for the present biennium. North Dakota in 1948-11 le s than 
The federal aid appropriation, road. Francis O'Hara and Charles chairman and the Rev. Aaron Buh- The appropriations were voted for the previous year. This is a 
which will be duplicated by the Margerum operated the plow. ler was named secretary-treasurer. by a split legislature-the League reduction of 9.2 per cent. 
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10-Mill 'County' Levy for School Purposes 
$22,590,000 Sta~~~.~?,~, ~?.~-~~~~-~!~~~~I~ ~°!.~ooo I Sidelights of Session of 1949 I 
Income f fQffl :::!e~c!~~l t:i1io~ .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::: ~:~::~ Bills piled up in both houses in ~any leg~slato:: occ~sionblly 
Vocational a&:iculture ···················-··········································· 60,000 !i~:~:i~::i°~!~f;; ~~et::s~::d~i~: t:~baftar:~:1~o;ld ,t:~:~or~al 
All Sources ~i:;:t1~~~f11~~;;·~ii~~··~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~ the Mott, Minot, Bottineaq areas building. ~i~h tw~ high school 
Bismarck - A forward-looking Business education ······································································ ~~~; :~:e;o:~:~f~! ;'-~~~~:r!~li! ~eap~ife0s~fo~:~1~~v:: t;t ::!ft:i~-
program of education in North $11,145,000 the house a_nd sen~te served like ment . was ple~tiful . and varied. ~::;tt:~s by c~~~~~t se:~ri!s of v;:: Deficiency ······················································································ 1,300,000 ~t~t::~:~es m clearing the tougher ~;~~t s~~e i~:ct~c ~~oi!~e~ :~e~~:~ 
legislature, including a 10-mill Total appropriations .................................................................. $12,445,000 t?rs and ri;pre entatives found 
• levy on property to be raised and lO mill levy, raised in counties ···············································; $10,000,000 Right down to the final gong, ~1me to take m some of the games 
distributed within each county. ____ verbal fists were flying within each m the Class A western conference 
This money shall be distributed $22,445,000 faction as though in a Golden tournament. 
to all elementary schools on the Federal aid, matching last four items .................................... 145,000 Gloves preliminary c a r d. The 
ab:sd\~fl ~~oJ!:~~t~t!~O e!:~ cy1;;~~'. ---- championship bouts, with the pre- drift.~~n b~i; ;~::.s ~:~:e u~0:~ Total available, all sources ...................................................... . $22,590,000 Jim winners on teams, will be held 
The 10 mill levy, as included in in the 1950 primaries. Already, ea t and west, the ni~ht of the 
House Bill 28'2, puts the revenue candidates for the main event are R.0.C. dinner, the committee in 
into the county tuition fund and For Comparison, Here Are Totals for 1947-49 working out. charge feared the attendance would 
proposes to put a hare of the • • • be light. However, at the dinner 
school financing load on districts ~ids b~st of need ·····:a.············· ·········-············· ························· $ 2 ~·~ Birthday of Lincoln and hour, Bill Smart and other R.O.C. 
which are able to get by on very P. . u\1on, non-res1 ent ........................................................ 1'soo'ooo birthday of Washington re- members as well as the diningroom 
small levies because they operate T er ?up1 ._..................................................................................... 2'600'000 ceived eloquent attention. help were busy for 20 minutes 
no schools or have a high valua- Veac /r ~mt ·:·-·it....................................................................... , 36,000 Birthday of Benjamin Frank- lugging in tables and chairs to ac-
tion, perhaps because of utility Hoca iona ag.ncu ure .............................................................. 48'ooo Jin, exponent of thrift un- commodate the overflow cr~wd. 
properties in their borders. o~:;a:fi::1m;~;0 ;;;_·ti·~~···:::::::::::=::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 8'.ooo noticed. Appropriations bill ::ild~~: h:~~\e::e:ta:a7n~ ; 0~: 
bilY~:fct:n~:~~eo~i~c~r:i~:~~~: Business education .................................................................... 8,000 highest in history. at the enthusiastic and optimistic 
between non-resident and resident $ 7,200,000 rally. • • • 
pupils. All public high schools shall Deficiency ...................................................................................... 1,300,000 ca~!:tsun~::tiidwe~:~r ;~:t~~ There was no lion to harass the 
~=:v) e f!;O e:~~u=~~e~~in!h1:;of;h! usually chose the weekends for his weather man and the bu_lldozers and 
resident of the state. Per pupil Total appropriations .................................................................... $ 8·~:.·~ most severe efforts. Many legis- Pl?ws on March 1, _which was the 
and teacher unit funds are elim- Federal aid, last four items ........................................................ lators thus were unable to make mildest 24 hours smce a one-day 
inated. weekend trips home during much of January tha~. :S:owever, there was 
Total available .............................................................................. $ 8,600,000 the session. Even planes and lots of roaring m t~e statehouse 
th:a::i:n~qu~f;~ti~: f~dde ~~r;, _m_u_s_t_r_e-op_e_n_a-cl-o-se_d_s_c_ho_o_l_u_p_on_t_ri_·c-ts_o_n_a_p_e-r--p-up_i_l b-a-s-is-a-cc-.o-rd-i-ng- 1 trai~s ~ou~d not give adequate ~~nu:al~nai:~~/a!~:~~re~w:~: 
receives seven-twelfths of the reve- th t't" f th t to the loss per pupil, the other service urmg worst storms. Quentin Burdick donned a lionskin 
nue from the state sales tax. di!n~e ;/:fx° or !:r~re;u;if:; g:1~:~ half to the county for roads. House to overawe the League. League 
In both laws, payments will be if attendance of a pupil from Bill 254 would annex the remain- Establishment of the Missouri- leaders seemed not too much fooled 
made to districts for pupils who another district is approved by the ing portion of a reorganized school Souris conservancy district may by the disguise. 
attend schools in an adjoining county superintendent, the balance district to an adjoining district if have been most important meas- • • • 
state-where the county superin- of the tuition will be paid by the it has less than $100,000 assessed ure passed for it places state in 
tendent approves such attendance. district from which the pupil is valuation for each teacher em- position to cooperate in propo~ed 
The total appropriations for admitted. The minimum school ployed. The school district reor- greatest development in world his-
school aid by the 1949 session term in a special district is in- ganization law is clarified by tory. Several legislators objected 
were $12,445,000 as compared creased from seven to eight months House Bill 264; the provisions for mildly to inclusion of only 16.coun-
with a total of $8,500,000 ap- in one bill, House 338, while a voting in the second election are ties in district, declaring entire 
propriated by the 19-i7 session, child who shall become 6 years of the same as in the first, rural state will benefit from irrigation, 
an increase of almost $4,000,- age by midnight, Dec. 31, shall be areas vote as a unit and the incor- control, restoration project. 
000-to be exact $3,945,000, an admitted to the first grade at the por-ated area votes as a unit. 
increase of approximately 47 beginning of the current school Stay in ession 




of the items in the tabulation of The legislature in a concurrent ganized district shall be kept in 
school aid are matched with federal resolution opposed the sale and session except when the closing is 
funds - vocational agriculture, display of obscene comic books and approved by a majority of electors 
home economics, occupational gui- says existing laws prohibiting such in the old district or by petition of 
dance and business education. For obscenity shall be enforced. two-thirds of the electors in the 
the next biennium the total grants An appropriation of $159,000 i I old district. A school district may be 
are $146,000 so matching funds set up in House Bill 183 for schol- dissolved and attached to a present 
will add that amount to the sources arships to persons preparing to ' district, under H. B. 284, when the 
of revenue for education in the teach in rural schools. The amount federal or state government has 
state. Last biennium, under lesser of the scholarship, set at $30-0 per reduced by eminent domain the 
aid amounts, the federal funds nine-month term, shall be consid- valuation of the district so it can-
anilable were $100,000. ered repaid when the teacher has not raise sufficient funds to carry 
Biennial show for Bismarc fo k. 
is ended-but Capital City takes it 
in stride. Statehouse and prison 
payroll go on, conventions will 
crowd the civic calendar, commis-
sions and delegations will arrive 
with usual frequency. All are ben-
efits automatically received by the 
city which is the site of the state-
house. 
It appears the "man who 
came for dinner" now would 
refuse to let hi hosts eat at 
the ame table. 
Just for the record: It was 2:04 
p.m. Saturday, larch 6, when the 
lower house adjourned sine die and 
2:30 when the senate by similar 
action ended the 31st legislative 
session. The galleries, which had 
been well-filled at the long Friday 
night session were almost empty 
when the final motions were made. 
The entire es ion was one of the 
most decorous in hi. tory, say vet-
eran observers of thin political 
in the Capital City, despite pre-ad-
journment celebrations by a very, 
very few.of the membership on the 
night before adjournment. Be-
havior rather noil.y by a handful of 
members, as the clo!'!e of the long, 
wearisome . es!'ion neared, did not 
warrant published stories of inci-
dents which back home readers may 
have misinterpreted as descrip-
tions of a Belshazzar feast. 
The 10-mill "county" levy is taught one year in an elementary on normal school operation. 
expected to yield about $10,- school. In common school districts es- Brotherhood Week was thor- Several Bismarck police officers 
000,000 in the next biennium The state superintendent may tabli ·hed under the reorganization oughly enjoyed by members of two stationed ii} strategic posts in hotel 
which added to the appropria- call examinations to be given by law, under the terms of S. B. 50, rival factions in the legislature-- corridors on Saturday night were 
tions and the federal aid will the county superintendent to per- five directors may be elected at across party Jines but not within not there to watch the legislators 
r::!u:1 ::;::io:f ;;2~5::.o~~ :f:!e!~~ w!!~tJ?ca!:urin s:~~~! large or by geographical areas. either faction. -only to keep a paternal and cau-
for the 1949-51 biennium. dates than now specified; another !~re? a~~he::t!~i~~~e1 ~~~;!a:::a 1-------------. i;~n~:!k:r:a~nf::;i~et:~ lo~u:~; 
Under the provisions of House bill provides that second grade district may become a special dis- Schools Thank high school tourney. 
Bill 282, providing the $70 per elementary certificates shall be trict also. If a common school dis- • • • 
pupil distribution to elementary granted to persons who have earned trict has five directors and an '49 Solons While the "wet .. didn't 
schools, in one-room schools having 12 quarter-hour credits at a state incorporated city or village within Appreciation t~ the 31st leg- achieve much in the 31st e -
an enrollment of 10 or les· pupils, teachers college and to Je~sons its boundaries, and if the rural islative session for the under- ion outside of getting harp 
there shall be a base payment of who have 1 been h grad:ate ro~ valuation is greater than the city standing of school problems and rai es in taxe on beer and $800 in districts with an area of high scho\ and ~vet· een prove village valuation, a majority of for recognition of the need for hard liquor, many of them are 
18 or less sections. Districts of 19 proficient Y examma ion. the board shall be from the rural educational legislation, was heartened by a socalled wet 
or more sections shall receive a flat A straight 4 per cent assess- area. voiced by G. B. Nordrum, state trend aero the country in 
payment of $1,200 per one-room ment will be the rule in the Among enacted bills relating to superintendent of public instruc- recent elections. 'fhe late t 
school when the enrollment is 10 teachers' retirement fund, in- school officers: The county super- tion in messages to the indivi- achievement was turning pro-
or fewer pupils. stead of a graduated asse s- intendent shall publish in the offi- dual members. Said the super- verbial dry Kan. as into moist 
Other school finance measures ment according to years of ser- cial newspaper of the county not- intendent: territory. They have two more 
enacted include House Bill 57, vice. ices of annual elections in the "The· integrity and sincerity states to conquer-Oklahoma 
which sets up the administration County superintendents receive common and special school dis- of purpose of the members of and Ii i. ippi-to make the 
of the equalization fund, with benefits under a group of bills tricts. The school board shall des- the &lst legislative assembly whole country wet as far a 
$23,200 for administrative pur- passed by the 31st session. Travel ignate at least one polling place, are reflected in the many impor- tates go. Informed i;ource 
poses and the previously mentioned by car will bring 7% cents per under House Bill 92. tant laws enacted which affect said in Bi marck that Okla-
$11,145,000 for state aid. House mile and Senate Bill 115, which Compensation for school district education and which should ma- homa will be the ne t objec-
Bill 85 appropriated $1,300,000 increases the salaries of county clerks is set and pay of school terially aid in meeting many of tive of Licensed Beverages In-
from the equalization fund for past officials, places the minimum sal- board members established in other the problems ..•. Understand- du try, which campaigned ac-
biennium deficiencies in the emer- ary at $2,400 and the maximum bills passed. ing with which the legislative tively in Karu as. 
gency, per-pupil and teacher-unit at 3,500. House Bill 140 provides members have coped with these 
payme-nts. The sales tax was re- that a county superintendent with NO DISSENTING VOTE problems is a credit to them and 
enacted by House Bill 163 and 60 or more teachers under super- Walhalla-It was disclosed by the districts they represent .... 
House Bill 182 authorizes the ac- vision may appoint a field deputy, Barthlette-Reiser p o st of the Recognition of the need for edu-
ceptance of federal aid thru agree- and an additional field deputy for American Legion that 1,016 was cational legislation by the leg-
ments with the federal government. each 100 teachers or major frac- contributed by the post last year islators is a tribute to them and 
Senate Bill 26 permits a school tion thereof. The deputies' salary to community projects and chari- an important factor in the 
board to submit the question of shall be 80 per cent of the super- ties. Louis Landry is post com- achievement of an educational 
increasing the district indebtedness intendent's. mander. Walhalla believes it is program possibly larger than 
limit 5 per cent without a petition. A sum of but $26,600 was voted the only town in the state that that passed by any previous leg-
A special school district may, under for the expense of the board of passed the bonus measure without islative assembly. 
Senate Bill 169, levy a tax not to school district reorganization, while a dissenting vote. "We in the department, in 
The ever-new statehouse again 
is quiet following the departure 
of 162 legislators and ession em-
ployes and per onally conducted 
tours of the building have sub-
sided to the normal level. For 60 
days throng!! of visitors ·ent on 
the tours, all impre~sed with the 
granite, limestone and marble, the 
bronze and rare woods from all 
over the earth. 
exceed eight mills for operation several bills pertaining to reor- behalf of the -children of North 
of a junior college if a majority of ganization were passed. Included 62nd BIRTHDAY Dakota, extend our sincere ap- EIGHT LICE. SES 
voters approve. The levy is an addi- were House Bill 194 which says Towner-The Mouse River Farm- preciation to the members for Harvey-An eighth liquor liceme 
tional levy to all others. that where the federal government ers Press recently observed its their expression of confidenc~ has been granted in Harvey. Six, 
Several bills were approved in has acquired land for public use, 62nd anniversary. Free want ads in our i;rreatest resource, our including a veterans club, have on 
the interests of child welfare. one-half of the federal moneys re- were offered readers to observe children." and off sale permit·. There are 
House Bill 48 provides a board ceived shall be paid to school dis- the event. Fern E. Lee is editor.,,._ ___________ . two off sale only. 
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R.0.C. Principles to Elect Next Governor R. 0. C. Serves People 
* * * * * * * * * Dobson Points to Need of Better County and Precinct Organizati'on 
Brant Sees Schools, Roads 
And Bonus as Problems Met 
BISMARCK-The next governor of North Dakota will be 
lected by the ROC because he will represent "and has consis- bers feel like they were just dues Hoosier House Irked 
tently represented the principles which have been upheld by payers. 8 SI S 
all our hands," said R. C. Dobson of Minot, in addressing a "As a newspaperman I attended J OWer enafe 
dinner rally of organization workers in the closing days of the last political convention of the Indianapolis-The Indiana leg-
the 31st legislative session. opposing faction. I saw the hair of islature like lawmaking bodies in 
. "In my book," said Dobson! r~ferrin~ obviously to the Farmers t~~t~~ ;.~:{d ai: th~!c!r~~p 1:::;~ several other states had trouble 
Umon, "~he leaders of the org~mzation _which drove t?e soul out of the ihat might be I fngp around. I heard during the session because one 
Nonpartisan League an~ substituted ~heir own are cynics of g~vernme~t the os el reZched there over and party controlled the house and 
-men who know the price of everythmg and the value of nothmg. Their g P. Pt t • . t· another the senate. On the first 
major political philosophies are alien to the Very fundamentals Of r:t: ::::;• p~e~:ctnl o;~~~lZ~~~: ~::at?: t~:S~n:Jdj:=~~/h:ft~:m~ 
comi::on sen~e. Te~l people the facts." . the votes were co~nted the story bitter partisan speech in which 
Never, continued the speaker, addressmg an overflow crowd of was pretty well told. Precinct or- the speaker blasted the Republican 
party workers, "in the 28 ~e~rs I ha~e lived in North Dakota, has there ganization does pay off. Organiza- senate for blocking legislation. 
been greater need for a political faction such as ROC, not only to defend tion from the bottom up is the most The house then flocked to the sen-
that which is good-the fundamental principles upon which our state effective. The dignity of the fine ate chamber to watch that group 
and federal governments were men and women of the rural town- in action. 
founded and which make them ships had been better recognized by The Democratic action was 
great-but to assume the initiative them than by the ROC. "childish horseplay and a picayune 
ri:t!ot:~a11;:: b:E~~F:T1~r:~: ~::i: ~f f :~~!~jk~~tii~ ;~~~ti:nthpa::efem th:f t~!p~~~~:: 
:::r~ !0;ri::~:yit:e:dt~/eB:ca~0;~ ing aibout it isn't going to ac- Gas Tax Increase 
you-everyone of you-has a vital complish it. 





::h::a:ff~~::. s;~:rs~!!! ~~=~1i~~ !f1~~;: ~:::m~~~ t!:t; Pierre, S. D:-The South Dakota 
an obligation to continue furnish- symbol of work, thrift and virtue senate voted 20 to 13 against a 
ing the faithworthy vehicle and in the simple society of his day, but proposal to raise the gasoline tax 
leadership that will keep this state he'd need a whole new set of tools an additional cent to make the 
government from irresponsible and a brand new technique to re- tax 5 cents per gallon. 
hands of those who are contemp- pair a jet propelled airplane. Opponents of the bill charged it 
tuous of free enterprise. "I refrain from using the word would increase the price of gas-
"But do the job and do it well 'liberal' because frankly I don't oline five per cent. Senator Lafe 
Bismarck-"Fully confident that 
the R.O.C. will continue to repre-
sent the arreat number of North 
Dakota citizens who believe in the 
be ·t kind of government, I plan to 
remain an active member of the or-
ganization," said Senator E. H . 
Brant of Emmons. 
"Although I am firm in my con-
viction that it was a grave mis-
take to amend the Bank of North • 
Dakota act," continued the veteran 
SENATOR BRANT 
and you'll have a reward that is know what it m~ans. Pe;sonally I Lunder of Canton said: "We can-
better than coin and currency-a think I'm a liberal but I find a n.ot raise taxes any more." legislator, "and in that case the 
satisfaction deep inside you that lot of folks hanging the same tag majority of the people were ig-
you have served your state and its on themselves and I disagree with Restoration Week nored for the benefit of the few, 
people well." their political philosophies. B h b S . I am of the opinion that the R.O.C. 
Referring briefly to problems "But I ask this question of you, roug t Y prmg represents as it has since its in-
within the organization, Dobson because I have asked it of myself: The coming of calendar spring ception that faction of the Repub-
said he would be mystified if the R. C. DOBSON Is the ROC open to criticism on the will be marked by National Wild- lican party which stands for the 
assemblage did not have problems called blind allegiance to ROC score that it stubbornly resists life Restoration week, it is pointed administration of state affairs in 
"because when you deal with human leadership. We have reserved the change? Are we trying to live 100 out by the state fish and game order to render the greatest pos-
beings you automatically encoun- right to criticize. We have dis- per cent by the bylaws or are we department. The week opens sible service. 
ter human relations-the friction agreed but earnestly endeavored willing to throw the book out the March 20, and is the 12th observ- "In judging the effects of legis-
between people-and that is noth- not to be disagreeable. window on occasion when conditions ance of the annual event. The de- lation passed and proposed legisla-
ing new or peculiar." "Under ROC canopy have ::~ ~~t:t~:,s fe~~:i~:t:cf~~ ~h:: ~:::;~~! t:Pf::;or~:n:~t~t:am~ ;~0s~io~:1:i<!n:~nt:x!!!fe~~:i:~ii;: 
C t Cr~icism, ~t~v.ice d thronged men and women of many were in doubt about our wisdom. and wildlife conservation and the necessary to appraise its value. 
heal~:Ju:d:fce .:~~ i;~s:ente~ nto politfoal all~iances because, if for Let's dramatize it. And further- protection and preservation of the ' ' Roads 
the assembled dinner guests by f: s~i!~r r:~:~~f~nt~:~: ~:::i~:a~: more, let's not insinuate our think- "denizens of field, forest and "Aside from the appropriations 
the Minot newspaperman, in par- aware that. here truly is a faction ~~~nl:r ~s ~:i!edwtoe:~:ke~ais ~! wa~:;;;:nal Wildlife Week seeks to for the necessary functions of 
!!~:ia:!~i:!:!;
0 
0:ea~7;::i:!, P::~ representative of the people. They realities. emphasize the need for soil, !
0
0:~r~:;~;ta!~ ::ej::~: !,1:~! !~: 
oft mentioned "grass roots" con- are me~ and women ';h~ try todr:a- "Because when enough little water and plant conservation. financing of the veterans adjusted 
tacts so important to a political fac- son an ~re awa~e O ~ nee . or things are assembled together they 1 --- - ---- ---- 1 compensation obligation, schools 
tion. He said: compromise of diverse v1ewpomts. become big in bulk. If little things size the totals would have been and roads. 
"I think, there has been failure "We are conscious-all of us- are unimportant, then so is a burr thousands larger if we had "In consideration of Senate Bill 
to recognize the worth of the men that we have a lot of unsolved prob- under a saddle. So is a stone in the been a little more neighborly No. 1 to finance the payments of 
in the outlying precincts, or if we !ems in North Dakota. Sometimes Small things, all of them but they to the fellow in the outlying bonus bonds, the opposition faction 
did recognize it, then failure to when I think of the youthfulness cause friction. precincts. · insisted that all such bonds be 
f~a/~: nZ::;;::y. ;~::!z::~:~ t~:~ ~f a:\;ct!!da~~ ~f~e:0::;:ti;~;~ li;;!a~ios~f t!0: !~~~r:~~:t b::~ bu't!~h!u~::~ ita!~e::i~~n;e~t! ~:~~1:: !!1{i~~~~;~fd B:::e 0[o: 0~! 
vy economy we have been witness- growing boy bursting out of his caused you concern. From where rather early date, isn't it, with a state at least $1,50-0,000 through 
~~ilnn;:e~!s y~:~~ :~: ~~~o:~~ ~oihee~p f~~d 0Joi:~hf:~at~1:' sf~~~~ !h~~;~ a:a!~e ::::e,mla;:!;i~d so:~ destination of the next nominating :~:~e~i~:\r;e~di;rei:.en::_n~a;r:t~ 
was kicked around. I think it reason that there are an untold much. If some of us have taken convention. If I were the driver, I to the bank would have been more 




:/:n~~;;gs::mmi;e1;~~r~! than wiped out by the higher cost 
tentionally of course, making your attendance here testifies that you 
1
our skin has been a little too thin, ride in the back seats?' to }Ahe_dpeople. 
members feel like they were just are aware of such responsibilities. think it is time to concede the s1 e from the one feature re-
dues-payers." "I would be mystified if this fact. Frankly I think any imme- "I measure my words when I garding the post war rehabilitation 
It has been your complaint, time assemblage of human beings did diate matters of moment so far as say: If there are those who would fund, the learislature might as well 
and time again, said Dobson, "from not have some problems, because the ROC is concerned arise more :~~oybyth:h!:e:t~fi:n~f i~i~~e;:;~;~ ~~v~in~~~ed btyh\~eill loergi1?silnaat1~vlye rreec= 
the upper echelon of your faction when you deal with human beings over personalities than over prin-
that things were done in your home . 
11 
h ciples. iety bring this organization, the search committee. 
counties that you, trying to build you autom_atica Y enco.un_ter u- Intelligence, Courage ROC into disrepute and ridicule in "In House Bills No. 5,and 82 we 
and cement an organization, knew man relations-the fn~tion ~e- "At the outset the ranks of the the estimation of the people, then have accomplished something for 
nothing about until after they had tween people-:and that is nothmg ROC were filled with men exempli- a plague on all their houses. the schools and the school children 
h ed " Th k th · t new or pecuhar. 17 _always has fying the opportunity that is "The next governor of of the state which will be far-
e:p~:: the ne::p:: c~:seru:::::c; been a ~roblem. But it is a problem available to all of us but accepted North Dakota will be elected by reaching. They are equalization 
between the outlying precincts and ?f pecuhar character to<iay because by so few, to be a f~rce for good, ROC, not because he is a blond measures which we hope will prove 
the heart of the state organization. it has. been sharpened, made mo.re to be a state leader in thought, or a brunet, not because he is of great value. 
Food for ROC thought was pre- com~hcat_ed, b~cause the world it- word and deed. Stop and think for a business man, a farmer, a Roads Demanded 
sented by the Minoter, his hearers self is witnessmg human storms. a moment if you will about those professional man or a laboring "We have provided for a con-
agreed. Dobson said in part: "The ROC never was conceived to who gathered around you or who man, but because he represents tinued road program for the next 
"If there is virture in consisten- liquidate anything except that came soon after the birth rites of and h.as consistently repre- two years which will certainly 
cy, I think I am politically pure in which is not good and in the best ROC. There were no finer people sented the principles which meet, to a certain degree, the de-
the during a! span of more than 25 interests of North Dakota. Com- anywhere. To each and every one have been upheld ,by all our sire of a majority of the people 
years I have believed in and sup- mon sense has told us we don't of them, North Dakota was good hands. of the state. 
ported substantially the same want any shot-in-arm cures. Let's earth-their home. They were in- "There no longer is any camo- "Some legislation defeated by 
things that most of you have. see our problems for exactly what telligent. They were courageous- flage on the political situation in the faction led by the R.O.C. was 
"I have been perfectly willing they are. and onetime they, your neighbors North Dakota. That came off at p~rhaps more important than the 
to be a private in the ranks and I Outlying Precincts and mine, used that courage as a the state convention of your poli- bills passed. Among. such ex-
do not desire to be anything but "This has been said many times substitute for rain until plentiful tical opponents in the spring of amples are.the house b1!ls .~ en~er 
that. before, perhaps in a little differ- moisture came again. 1948 and bare facts were laid out the state m the car liab1hty m-
"I emphasize this point because ent language, but it seems to me "I say these things to point up for all of us to see. The man who surance business and to build a 
too often if you turn your hand to that it's a theme that must be con- the fact that the people of North came for dinner, professing friend- state-owned ~nd operated printing 
help or are for a moment projected tinually emphasized. 1 think in the Dakota have no blindfold over their ship for the 'old folks' in the plant. The mterests of the gov-
into the spotlight, you are imme- short lifetime of the ROC there has eyes. In their own minds they Nonpartisan League, stayed on and ernment were safeguar~ed by the 
diately suspected of selfish motives. been failure to recognize the worth have a slide rule that records the on and rudely evicted the home- defeat of such enterprises. An-
I h~~e never ~sked anyt~ing of the of the man in the outlying pre- measure of the influence of people steaders. 0th.er measure, House Bill 240, 
P?ht1cal facbo~ to which I hav:e cincts, or if we did recognize it, who give of their time unselfishly "It seems to me the people told which was defeated, would have 
given my allegiance except that 1t then failure to do the obvious or- in public service. us last June that their thinking is :-:!\~i;:d !:e :o~ep~!Jr~te:s~:cti~~ 
in return give ~e. a good ~tate g?v- ganizatioif job that was necessary. "They know that two years that you can't solve today's and tions, such as the old-time :farmers 
ernment. A political faction which I think if ROC were a business es- hence North Dakota will have tomorrows problems with yester- elevators." 
will give me that will continu~ to tablishment, it would be indicted a new governor. They have day's platitudes. There is need to 
have .my support. And ~ ~eheve for being impolite to the customer. eome to appreciate a chief ex- keep the spotlight on unselfish 
that 1s the way. the . maJonty of If the ROC were a big employer, I ecutive who is sincere and hon- principles and not on personalities. 
North Dakotans likewise feel. think we could be charged with est, who has the courage of his "Fail in your responsibility and 
No Blind Allegiance trying to operate a hiring gate in convictions. 132,000 of you ex- solemnly I admonish you, you will 
"I don't believe that all of us the back alley, And further on the pressed these sentiments last not be forgiven or acquitted by the 
have gone along in what might be same theme, making your mem- November and again I empha- jury of public opinion." 
PLAN CONCERT 
Kulm-The Valley City State 
college concert band will play a 
concert here April 20. The event 




The N. D. House voted down 
62-48 House Bill No. 263 which 
proposed to tax retail businesses 
with headquarters outside N. D. 
on merchandise for sale in the 
state. Personally I was dehydrated 
not a whit through tears over the 
measure's defeat. The measure is 
discriminatory in my opinion, and 
that kind of legislation always ' 
leads you into a maze so complex 
that no one can solve it. It was \ 
aimed at the so-called chain stores, 
always a good topic for debate--
Frank Hornstein in Pierce County 
Tribune. 
May this reporter suggest to the 
temperance forces in North Dakota 
that they would get along better 
with the legislature and the legis-
lators if they showed a little more 
restraint in their denunciation of 
everyone who does not see eye to 
eye to them on every question. 
There arc some decent, honest and 
honorable citizens of North Dakota 
who do not like to be classified a 
the scum of the earth imply be-
cause they believe the liquor busi-
ness is a lawful and legal busine , 
made so by the votes of the people 
of this state.-Senator Rilie R. 
Morgan in Walsh County Record. 
R. 0. C. MESSENGER PageSeTen 
Dozer Pushes Huge Drifts From U. S. Highway No. 2 
Fifth Army Photo. 
To prevent cuts in deep drifts on the highways from becoming "traps" for drifting snow, Fifth army bulldozer crews 
push the snow back in a more gentle slope. Above, Clarence Carlson, operator of a D-17 dozer, works on U. S. Highway 
2, a half mile west of Berthold. The town can be seen in the background. (Courtesy, Minot Daily News.) 
NEW DIAL PHONES 
Park R i v er-Residences and 
business places in Park River are 
being wired for dial phones to be 
installed soon by the North Dakota 
Telephone company. Mike Roseland 
of Drayton is company manager. 
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Thank You, France 
It was an impressive occasion in the house chamber when the 
state of North Dakota accepted with appropriate ceremony, a French 40 
et 8 boxcar of guts from the people of our sister republic across the 
Atlantic-a unit in the well publicized Thank You Train. The spirit of 
Lafayette, the shade of Rochambeau hovered briefly over the crowded 
gallery and corridor as speakers recalled the shoulder to shoulder march 
of the two nations along the troubled road to liberty. French aid to 
March, 194t 
Look At England 
-----------------------· I ~:~l::ef;;~~:: ~: :t:bt:\:g ;a::.~h:a:~i:bot::~::~:e r:i?i:~foe~~ 
Our North Dakota legi lat.ors 
who eem to want th state to 
engage in every kind of busin 
except the manufacture of 
mouse traps, might make a 
study of what has happened to 
England. Over there there have 
a "gigantic adventure" with the 
mines and railroads--even doc-
tors-working for the govern-
ment. Here are some other 
angles to the story: Now the 
government has acquired 171 
truckers. A baldheaded English-
man gets a wig from John Bull, 
free-and 10 a year to keep it 
clean. A dairy farmer let a lad 
work over a Bank Holiday week 
end and was fined 30 pounds. 
One board tell you what to eat, 
another decides your clothing 
allowance, a third decides if you 
can drive a car and where, ill 
another rules on who can kill a 
pig.-Jay A. Bryant in Napol-
eon Homestead. 
R. O. C. MESSENGER ~~r~r~1!e:~:e t~;\::0::~:s~!tee and independent men a.re 
Published by Republican Organizing Committee And in this fateful year of 1949, when regimentation, collectiviza-
------------------------I tion and the submersion of the individual are on the march in every 
continent--
We owe thanks to France for again reminding us i'n North Dakota 
that the battle never is won, always continues-the fight to retain that 
------------~--,----------- 1 supremacy of the individual which means freedom in our land as it 
------------------------ 1 does in other countries around the globe. 
Headquarters Grand Pacific Hotel, Bismarck, N. D. 
W. H. JOHNSON, Editor 
Best None Too Good Year of Bia Snows 
North Dakotans are proud of their state, of their broad acres and . b . . . 
present prosperity, of the cities and villages, their trading centers The rigors a':1d hardships _of a Ion~ and severe wmter, ~th storm 
which dot the map from Fargo to Fortuna. after storm blocking roads while supplies of fuel and food dwmdle, can 
And despite our not impressive rank in populatio_n and our large :~:: :::eer~~i:!!s brn:::~~~:~:e i:~:t::~:~:i~:u;~}~ht~g~a':iin~ar~ 
area, most of us want the best for ourselves and our children. the drifts for overworked plows but gets a stirring picture of snow 
That must be why we demand: conditions and the power of nature over the feeble efforts of puny man. I'-------------' 
Good roads which reaeh to the hamlet and the farmstead, not a However, for an overall picture of the devastation which blizzard- R d S 
few ribbons of concrete which would cross the state chiefly for the use piled snow can create, air travel tops them all, as many North Dakota ecor Uffl$ 
of transient visitors. Roads for ur own use and not only arterial legislators learned during the past session. 
highways. Mile upon monotonous mile of bleak, white silence-tiny farm for un•1vers•1ty 
Top rank educational system, second to none, which will give our buildings like clustered dots on a field of unbroken snow, no roads, no 
rural areas the best schools and teachers possible. Also new buildings trails apparent in the vast expanse, nothing moving but an infrequent Grand Forks-The University of 
for our many institutions of higher education, where the enrollments train puffing gray smoke against the white background, villages and North Dakota will be able to start 
have grown while construction to keep pace with needs has faltered. cities appearing briefly and vanishing to the rear, oases in a sahara ,of a $3,917,000 building program to 
Biggest and best bonus in the nation to our fighting men and desolation. Now and then, usually several rods from farmhouses, a keep pace with greater enrolment 
women whose courageous and oftimes tragic endeavors helped maintain couple of cars or trucks parked together-indicating where a road and educational needs due to Iegis-
for us our freedom and prosperity. once served as a thorou11:hfare and the vehicles were placed close to lative appropriations and authori-
All these demands are being met in a degree comparable with the the highway, waiting patiently for storm's end and the .plows. If even zations for the next biennium. 
cost-though the cost is heavy. If we, farmers and mer~hants and slight air currents move, the ground is seen through a shifting white Some holdover funds are included. 
artisans, demand these things, we know they must be paid for; not curtain, now obscuring, now revealing slightly the natural landmarks of For educational services and for 
with a magic wand but with money. trees, hills and winding ice-locked rivers. maintenance the legislature ap-
We are fortunate in. this year ?f 1949 that in some stat~ funds we The marvel of it all-how man can and did emerge triumphant proved a. record breaking $3,023,-
~:::r!o~~e:~:~~s::c:h:~:e;;:i!!!i!lsa~:::~:::t~::;: t:i\~T:~~ ~~~ over the bitter forces of winter in this year of the great snows. t~·si::ntJ:~~s~.o~!:t~9,781, said 
our colleges and improvements at our state institutions. The 1949 legislature approved 
Perhaps, with the idea that what we get for our money will de~er- Dignity Upheld appropriations of $400,000 for an 
mine whether our investments are worthwhile, we should not consider ~ngineering building, authorized 
'appropriations' as mere spending; rather as putting our money where Wide discussion during the 31st legislative session centered around issuance of 750,000 in bond~ for 
it will bring the highest return. an unusual incident which took place before the senate-the trial and two new dormitories, added $325,. 
conviction of Milo Calkins. Calkins was tried for an offense strictly 000 to a previous appropriation 
prohibited by statute-but which has been committed so many time for the proposed gymnasium, 
Alive and Kicking over a period of so many years without prosecution that it almost approved appropriation of 76 _ 
seemed forgotten or condoned. He admittedly talked to two senators, 000 for paving of campus streets 
During the session the ROC received, if it didn't always earn, head- one of them in the senate corridor which technically is part of the sen- and allowed $97,000 for power 
lines because of occasional disputes within the party. Perhaps the ate floor, attempting to influence them on a very unimportant bit of plant and boiler repairs and 
biggest streamer followed the resignation of Senator E. H. Brant of legislation then before the upper chamber. Conviction came on a 25-24 steamlines. 
Emmons as chairman of the ROC. It is noted that Senator Brant, vote and his fine of $50, the minimum legally permissible, was sus- tedical Building 
• long an active iigure in the ROC did not in any s nse desert the party- pended by Lieut. Gov. C. P. Dahl, presiding over the court. A medical chool buil · , no 
nor will he. His action was a p r ona prote t a · r fusal of · Calkin , appearing not too astute nor experienced in his role of under construction, and an p-
colleagues to give him support on a bill in which he was deeply in- defendant, was the goat. A sudden crackdown on an illegal practice propriation of $600,000 were au-
terested. In view of that fact, said the senator, he believed it best to caught him helpless between the devil of misdemeanor and the deep thorized by the 1947 legi lature. 
relinquish the leadership. The state committe p ans to act on the blue sea of senate dignity. The medical building appropria-
resignation at a meeting next month. Senator J. L. Flatt of Ransom, ROC member, tried mightily to tion was $420,000, including 
There were during the 31st assembly numerous other instances explain mitigating circumstances on behalf of the defendant. Senator equipment. Officials hope to have 
in which ROC members failed to agree, incidents which always were R. M. Streibel, Leaguer of Wells, who had been approached by Calkins the building completed by Sep-
called "clashes" in accepted newspaperese. However, when the diife.r- concerning a bill the Wells senator had introduced, lodged the charges tember. 
ences were ironed out and the heat had passed, the combatants always a?a~nst the Bismarck man. Leaguers by a big majority voted for con- Issuing of $350,000 in bonds for 
resumed their crusade for sound government and individual rights. vi~tion; ROC members by an almost similar majority voted for ac- the Student Union building was 
All men do not think exactly alike on all issues-so such differences quittal. also authorized by the 1~7 legis-
always must exist within the membership of a free and democratic It appears the League upheld the ponderous dignity of the state lature. These bonds have now been 
organization. The very fact legislators disagree and freely express their senate; the ROC thought more of the rights of a citizen and the dignity sold and $150,000 in contributions 
views in caucus or on the floor proves the very liberality of opinion of the common man. have been raised. Plans for this 
which the ROC strives to preserve. structure are complete and bids 
Opponents of the party program have attempted to point to dis- N B ·1d• N t N d d will be called soon. 
cord in the ROC charging that the political ambitions of many members ew Ul mgs O ee e To Build Promptly 
have met head-on. Some of that may be partially true, but-- Concerning the proposed removal of the State School for the Blind Plans for the $760,000 U. S. 
It is the live, active and successful party which attracts candi- from Bathgate, the Cavalier County Republican, Ed. J. Franta, manag- bureau of mines research labora-
dates, and the greater appear chances for success at the polls, the ing editor, comments editorially: tory at the University are near-
greater the number of candidates. It speaks well for the future of the "Because a large number of North Dakota towns have put for- ing completion and bids are ex-
ROC, points up the optimism and confidence, when a dozen or so out- ward arguments why they should be the town chosen for the school's pected to be called at an early 
standing citizens are willing to run under the party's banner. proposed new location, it is necessary that Langdon also be consid- date, Dr. West said. 
ered. It would be only a short day's work to gain such an invitation Construction of the proposed 
Protects General Fund 
A transfer of $2,500,000 from the general fund to go toward paying 
the cost of the soldiers' bonus, was rejected by Governor Aandahl when 
be vetoed that provision of Senate Bill No. 1. He ruled the appropria-
tion unwise as appropriations out of the general fund "already approved 
will use the estimated income for the next two years plus most of the 
present balance." 
The governor, deeming ample provision has been made for meeting 
the bonus obligation, thus protected the general fund, already depleted 
by tne appropriation of $8,350,000 for highway building to be matched 
by federal aid. 
It has been pointed out by legislators that conditions in a biennium 
may change decidedly thus reducing the state's income before another 
legislative session. 
A Good Joh 
W. H. Francis, publisher of the Velva Journal and long prominent 
in the North Dakota Press association, tosses a bouquet toward Sen-
ator Young: 
In passing it might be truthfully said that Senator Milton R. 
Young of North Dakota, is doing a good job in the United States 
Senate: He is a champion of agriculture at all times. In a recent 
hearing he put Secretary of Agriculture Charles Brannan on the 
carpet after the department of agriculture had authorized pur-
chase of wheat in Canada amounting to $354,000,000. This pur-
chase was authorized in the face of a surplus in the United States 
of some 300,000,000 bushels of wheat. North Dakota farmers 
who raise wheat and who for some weeks past have seen the price 
of this commodity gradually sinking will not be pleased with our 
government's purchase of foreign wheat when we have this huge 
surplus at home. Senator Young is to be complimented for his work 
in bringing the matter to national attention. 
from the Langdon city commission, commercial club, service men's buildings will be started as rap-
organizations and other groups, even including the county board of idly as the situation, legal and 
commissioners. otherwise, will permit, officials 
"Langdon has just as much to offer as the rest of North Dakota declared. 
towns which have extended formal invitations. However, the school To meet the needs of the uni-
should not be moved to Langdon, nor to any of the other towns versity's 2,700 students, the 1949 
which have invited it. legislature also appropriated a 
"Several times in the past twenty years various competent record breaking total of $3,023,360 
authorities have pointed out that North Dakota has too many schools for normal operation of the 
of higher education for the number of young people it has to edu- school. Costs of educational ser-
cate with the normal finances available for the education budget. vices and supplies and maintenance 
There hasn't been much said during the recent years of easy financ- have increased sharply since 1947, 
ing, when the worry about delinquent taxes has almost disappeared. of~~~
1
~fif/i:~ol~~!~ was allowed 
:e
0
s7i:::\~~~s~n~~:s a~:t~!~:f 0:f a~:· co!~i~~:;;~ ::~\~:t~ue~~ for the 1949--01 biennium for edu-
"It would be great folly to be closing some school at the time cational services, compared with 
that the state would still be paying for a new set of buildings some- $l,'723,0S5 in the current period. 
where for the school for the blind. Solons Sympathetic 
"The proper authorities should make the decision now to con- "The board of education, budget 
solidate two of the schools whose work now overlaps and even dup- board and legislature, particularly 
licates, housing the two schools in the larger set of buildings and the Grand Forks delegation, were 
making the other set of buildings and facilities available for the sympathetic toward the needs of 
school for the blind. the university. The actual appro-
"The state now has normal schools at Valley City, Mayville, priations were geared to the needs 
Minot, and Dickinson, and Normal and Industrial training school at of the university and the ability 
Ellendale, a School of Forestry at Bottineau and the State School of the state to meet these needs 
~{1:c!:n~!n~!1::~:::·o~ht~ee~~ ~o ~;;:: !~~t t! ;~~!?b~ee ror:~~; :~:1;:~J}~~~!r:~les:p::~ 
~!1~:;aih~:i-1~;;0 ath:a~~:.e University at Grand Forks or the Agri- priations, university officials said 
"The decision concerning such consolidation will be a difficult the cost of education per student 
one, and one which would subject the board making the decision to ~:::e;,s lower than in neighboring 
considerable local pressure from the community affected. However, 
it would be a sensible move-one which would save many tax dol-
lars and do something so badly needed by the School for the Blind." 
HEADS LEGION POST 
Willow City-Elmo Sollid, navy 
veteran, is the new commander ef 
Snow-blocked roads in western North Dakota heavily reduced col- The federal post office department employs more persons than the the Willow City Legion post. The 
lections for the March of Dimes and the time was extended in some largest private corporation in the United States. post has 73 members. 
